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Abstract—A 2-D radial–axial ($r$–$z$) hybrid Fluid/Particle-in-Cell (PIC) model has been developed to model energetic particle-induced channel-wall erosion in coaxial Hall discharge plasma thrusters. The discharge model geometry corresponds to that of a so-called stationary plasma thruster with an extended dielectric channel, and the computational domain extends from the anode at the base of this channel through the channel interior and into the near-field plume region. A model of the wall-erosion process has been added to the simulation in order to assess thruster degradation due to ion and energetic-neutral-induced sputtering of the channel walls. The effect of ion–neutral collisions, including momentum and charge-exchange collisions, on the erosion process is examined. These models are used to simulate the long-term wall-erosion history. For the specific Hall-thruster-configuration modeled, collisions were found to have less than a 10% effect on wall erosion. The erosion rate is seen to decrease with time, in good agreement with experimental measurements of long-term erosion in similar thrusters, resulting in a wall recession of as much as 2 mm after 4000 h of simulated operation.

Index Terms—Hall thrusters, particle simulations, plasma propulsion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hall thrusters are magnetized $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ plasma discharges that are currently of interest for use in space-propulsion applications. Their high specific impulse (1000–4000 s) and relatively high thrust efficiency (typically, 40%–50%) makes them ideal for long-duration missions, such as satellite station keeping and orbit transfer [1]. In these devices, the electrons drift between an external hollow cathode and an anode at the base of the annular channel. A radial magnetic field magnetizes the electrons causing an $\mathbf{E} \times \mathbf{B}$ Hall current that restrains the flow of electrons to the anode, producing a region of high ionization and strong electric field. This field accelerates the ions axially along the annular channel, generating thrust. A schematic of the Hall discharge considered in this paper, typical of most Hall thrusters, is shown in Fig. 1. This particular Hall thruster is a laboratory device, which is intended for studies of electron transport, and was instrumented with an external antenna array for performing measurements of the Hall current.

While these devices show great promise for future space-propulsion applications, a significant issue hindering widespread adoption is a lack of lifetime predictability. Discharge-channel wall erosion is a limiting factor in determining Hall thruster operational lifetime. A motivating factor for the development of Hall thruster simulations is to better understand and predict the time evolution of channel walls due to plasma-induced erosion. The erosion of Hall thruster channel walls is caused by the bombardment of energetic ions and neutrals, resulting in the direct sputtering of the wall material [2], [3]. Since future missions will require thruster lifetimes on the order of several years, determining this lifetime experimentally in ground-test facilities is both time-consuming and expensive, particularly when attempting to optimize operating conditions or geometry for maximum life. A robust and accurate numerical simulation is a necessary alternative for evaluating both thruster performance and life.

In this paper, a sputtering model has been introduced into a 2-D hybrid Fluid/Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation in order to determine the erosion behavior of the channel walls in a laboratory Hall discharge. The hybrid model used here to simulate the plasma-discharge properties is similar to that developed by other researchers [4]–[6]. The use of these hybrid models to simulate long-term erosion in Hall thrusters is relatively new, although other 1-D and 2-D fluid simulations have been...
In order to simulate erosion of the channel walls, a sputtering model has been incorporated into an existing 2-D (radial–axial) hybrid simulation of the discharge channel and near-field plume region of a Hall-thruster plasma. The hybrid simulation, which was developed originally by Fernandez et al. [10], is an extension of the model of Fife [11]. A more detailed description of the model and a comparison of simulated plasma properties with experimental measurements can be found in [12]. In the model, the electrons are treated as a quasi-1-D fluid while the heavy species are treated as discrete particles advanced in space using a PIC approach. The two solutions are coupled assuming space-charge neutrality.

The computational geometry used in the simulation corresponds to a laboratory Hall discharge referred to, here, as the Stanford Hall Thruster. The annular channel is 8 cm in length and 1.2 cm in width with an outer diameter of approximately 9 cm. The peak radial magnetic field, measured with the discharge turned off, is $1.6 \times 10^{-2} \text{T}$ located approximately 5-mm upstream of the channel exit along the inner wall, as shown in Fig. 2. A discharge voltage of 200 V and a xenon flow rate of 2 mg/s from the anode are simulated in order to match nominal experimental operating conditions.

The electron fluid is governed by ion and electron continuity equations, electron momentum equations parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field, a 1-D electron energy equation, and a current continuity equation [10], [12]. The electron mobility along magnetic-field lines is assumed to be infinite, resulting in isothermal magnetic-field contours. However, the pressure-gradient contribution to electric potential in the parallel direction is included, resulting in radial, in addition to axial, electric fields. The electron-energy equation includes a Joule heating-energy-source term and accounts for energy invested in ionization and lost to electron-wall collisions.

As described by Barral et al. [13], determination of the electron-energy loss to the channel walls requires knowledge of the average energy per incident particle and the net electron flux including secondary electron emission. However, both the incident energy and the flux depend on the sheath potential, which is not directly simulated. Instead, the sheath potential is computed assuming an isotropic Maxwellian electron-velocity distribution in the bulk plasma and equal fluxes of ions and electrons to the dielectric channel walls. In order to reduce computational cost, the presheath is not resolved. This means that the simulated radial ion velocity at the edge of the computational boundary is well below the Bohm velocity required for a stable sheath [14]. In order to satisfy the Bohm criteria, the ions are assumed to enter the sheath at the Bohm velocity, and the simulated number density at the wall is artificially lowered to account for the ion acceleration. A more detailed description of the wall-energy losses in our model is given in [12].

A major challenge in all Hall-thruster simulations is the proper account of cross-field electron transport. It is well established that, in some regions of the channel, the electron transport is anomalous [15], but the use of a usual Bohm model for the electron mobility overpredicts the electron current near the exit of the discharge. Since the focus of this paper is in extending the model’s capability in simulating wall erosion, we use an experimentally measured cross-field electron mobility (axially varying but uniform over radius), which results in model predictions of detailed plasma properties that are in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements [12]. We are presently carrying out parallel studies of the development of suitable electron-transport models that can capture the spatially varying electron mobility in the discharge channel [16].

The motion of the heavy-particle species, Xe and Xe$^+$, is solved in three dimensions using cylindrical coordinates. Due to the large Larmor radius of ion species, the equation of motion for the ions neglects the effect of the magnetic field and only includes a force due to the spatially varying transient electric field. Neutral particles are injected at the anode and scatter off channel walls assuming a one-way Maxwellian flux distribution at the wall temperature of 1000 K. Ions, which impact channel walls, are neutralized before being reemitted into the channel. In order to more accurately calculate the erosion, prior to impacting the channel walls, the radial component of ion velocity is enhanced through calculation of a sheath potential assuming a Bohm condition for the ion velocity at the sheath edge. Ionization and heavy-particle collisions take place everywhere inside the computational domain based on local plasma properties. In addition, neutral particles are injected from the computational boundaries in the near-field region in order to simulate a backpressure of 0.05 mTorr. Note that
adding background neutrals affects the results mostly outside of the channel (for a detailed analysis of the influence of backpressure on the simulation, the interested reader is referred to the paper by Scharfe et al. [12]).

The computational domain used to simulate a slice of the radial axial plane extends from the anode located at the base of the channel, through the interior of the channel, and into the near-field plume region. The computational grid consists of 100 cells in the axial direction and 12 cells in the radial direction, as shown in Fig. 3. As aforementioned, the coarseness of this grid near the channel walls does not capture the potential drop due to the presheath. Simulations using a refined grid near the wall, at the expense of increased computational time, have shown that accurately modeling this region has only a small effect on bulk properties, such as electron temperature and potential. The radial acceleration due to the presheath may cause the radial velocity of incident ions near the exit plane to increase by as much as 3000 m/s. While this increase will likely only have a small effect on the incident energy of the impacting ions, which have an axial velocity of nearly 100000 m/s at the exit plane, an underestimate of this radial-velocity component by not satisfying the Bohm condition can impact the determined incidence angle and, therefore, the sputter yield. Future work will examine the influence of the presheath and sheath on erosion more closely.

For computational manageability, macroparticles are used to represent large groups of neutrals and ions rather than simulating individual particles. Since neutral and ion densities differ by orders of magnitude over the length of the domain, the statistical weighting of the macroparticles (i.e., how many actual particles are represented by a macroparticle) vary with position and with the species represented (i.e., neutrals or ions). The simulation is initialized with approximately 500000 neutral macroparticles and 350000 ion macroparticles. The ion and neutral time step is typically 25 ns, while the electron time step is 0.1 ns.

The total amount of simulated time is 625 µs, which takes one day to compute on a single processor (AMD Athlon 64–3500 MHz) desktop computer. This time could be reduced by optimizing the code, which will be the subject of future work. Representative results of ion-density distribution (color map) and ion velocity (superimposed vectors) averaged over work. Representative results of ion-density distribution (color by optimizing the code, which will be the subject of future

Future work will examine the influence of the presheath and target-surface composition, the sputter yield depends most strongly on the incidence angle and energy of the particle. Experimental data for sputter yields of ions/atoms on materials of interest to Hall thruster applications is rare, most notably at the incident energies of interest (≤ 300 eV), and the reader is referred to the study of Yim et al. [8], which discusses, in more detail, the available data and the sensitivity of erosion calculations to the sputter-yield thresholds.

For every increment of time, the number of particles sputtered from the wall at an axial position \( z \) is modeled as

\[
S(z) = \frac{\sum_{\phi, \varepsilon} S_\phi(\phi) \cdot f(\phi, \varepsilon, z) \cdot S_\varepsilon(\varepsilon)}{\sum_{\phi, \varepsilon} f(\phi, \varepsilon, z)}.
\]

Here, \( S_\phi(\phi) \) and \( S_\varepsilon(\varepsilon) \) are angular and energy-dependent sputter yields, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 for singly ionized Xe incident onto boron nitride (BN). Since we allow for the possibility of sputtering due to energetic neutrals formed by charge exchange, we represent \( S_\phi(\phi) \) in the usual way, as normalized
Fig. 5. (a) Normalized sputter-yield angular dependence and (b) energy dependence for xenon on BN. Solid lines represent curve fits [7] to the data of Garnier et al. [17].

at zero incident angle and $S_\varepsilon(\varepsilon)$ as a sputter probability (i.e., atom sputtered per incident ion or neutral) by taking an atom density of $1.05 \times 10^{29}$ atoms/cm$^3$ for hexagonal BN. The solid curves in Fig. 5 are fits in accordance with those recommended by Manzella et al. [7], which were used in 1-D fluid simulations of erosion in SPT-100. In addition, shown in Fig. 5 is the experimental data of Garnier et al. [17] for xenon ions on BN. In (1), $f(\phi, \varepsilon, z)$ represents the local angle and energy distribution of the particles (neutrals or ions) incident onto the surface over the same time increment, which is normalized at each position by the total number of particles (neutrals or ions) impacting the wall at this position. Ions with energy greater than the characteristic threshold energy of 50 eV (e.g., xenon ions on BN) participate in the sputtering process. We assume that energetic neutral particles can also cause sputtering, and we use the same energy-dependent yield as that for ions, shifted to higher energy by the ionization energy of the atom. The ionization energy is added to the sputter-yield threshold to account for the absence of energy released through electron capture.

At a position $z$ along the channel, the erosion rate is obtained from the product of $S(z)$ and the incident flux $\Gamma(z)$ of energetic particles

$$R_{\text{wall}} = S(z) \cdot \Gamma(z). \quad (2)$$

The incident wall flux is related to the particle-distribution function by

$$\Gamma(z) = \sum_{\phi, \varepsilon} \frac{f(\phi, \varepsilon, z)}{\delta A(z) \delta t}. \quad (3)$$

Here, $\delta A(z)$ is the discretized annular wall area at a position $z$, and $\delta t$ is the time in the simulation over which the distribution function is evaluated.

The sputtering model has been integrated into the thruster simulation as follows. Particle (ion and neutral) positions and velocities are updated at each time step. If a particle is found outside the boundaries of the computational domain, the position where the particle crossed the boundary is found in order to determine if a wall collision occurred. In these situations, the energy and incidence angle of the impacting particle are then calculated. If, in addition, the particle is energetic enough to contribute to the sputtering process, it is included in the local-distribution function, which is used to determine the sputter rate. The instantaneous spatially varying erosion rate is then calculated from the rate at which these particles collide with the surface in accordance with (2) above.

It is found from the simulations that nearly all of the erosion, due mainly to high-energy ions, occurs in a region very near the thruster exit. This is confirmed by examining the average ion energy along the walls of the channel (Fig. 6). The peak in ion energy for both the inner and outer insulator walls is observed in a region near the channel exit. Therefore, in order to further increase the spatial resolution of the erosion process beyond the cell dimensions used in the PIC model, the 1-cm-long region where most sputtering occurs has been divided into 14 segments. At each segment position, the model calculates the distribution function of the high-energy particles impacting the walls and deduces the wall flux, sputter yield, and the local wall-erosion rate. The walls are subsequently advanced (with a corresponding computational-grid adjustment), and the plasma and thruster properties are then recomputed for the modified geometry.
C. Ion–Neutral Collisions

To improve accuracy, both charge- and momentum-exchange collisions are included in the simulation. The former is found to have a significant effect on the results of the simulation, since charge-exchange collisions alter the energy distribution of ions and neutrals. During a charge-transfer event, a slow neutral and a fast ion will become a fast neutral and a slow ion, respectively. Elastic momentum-exchange collisions alter the energy-distribution functions of each species to a far lesser extent. However, since a change in incidence angle of an impacting particle modifies the sputter yield, momentum exchange collisions were included to understand their role in altering the sputtering process. Since neutrals are much slower than ions in the last centimeter of the channel, the importance of elastic momentum-exchange collisions increases in the region where erosion is prevalent.

In order to implement heavy-particle collisions in the hybrid simulation, the collision probability in each cell is determined by the no-time-counter method of Bird [18]. Measurements by Miller et al. [19] are used to determine the total charge-exchange cross section as a function of energy

\[ \sigma_{\text{cex}} = \left( -13.6 \log_{10} \left( \frac{m_X g^2}{2e} \right) + 87.3 \right) \times 10^{-20} \text{ m}^2. \] (4)

Here, \( \sigma \) is the total charge-exchange cross section, and \( g \) is the relative speed. The cross section used for elastic collisions is that of Boyd and Dressler [20]

\[ \sigma_{\text{el}} = \frac{6.42 \times 10^{-16}}{g} \text{ m}^2. \] (5)

1) Charge-Exchange Collisions: On average, a neutral macroparticle is two orders of magnitude larger than an ion macroparticle. Therefore, if a charge-exchange collision is determined to take place, the larger particle (typically the neutral) is divided into a small particle that has the statistical weight of the collision partner and a larger particle containing the balance of the atoms/ions. Since the most probable scattering event involves very little momentum transfer, the precollision velocities of the ion and neutral macroparticles of the same statistical weight are exchanged, while the remainder of the larger macroparticle keeps the same precollision velocity as it is not assumed to be subjected to a collision. Although this process removes fast ions, which may contribute significantly to the sputtering process, it produces high-energy neutrals, which may also play a role in the erosion process and cannot necessarily be neglected.

Fig. 7 shows that, with charge-exchange collisions, the incident-wall ion-energy distribution is shifted toward lower energies near the exit, as expected. Concomitant with this decrease in ion velocity is a decrease in ion density, as shown in Fig. 8. This decrease in ion density is attributed to a decrease in average neutral density, since the neutral velocity increases due to charge exchange. The overall effect of charge-exchange collisions is, therefore, to cause a decrease in the thrust, the primary component of which is due to the ion-momentum flux.

2) Momentum-Exchange Collisions: Similar to the treatment of charge-exchange collisions, for momentum-exchange collisions, the larger macroparticle is divided into two smaller macroparticles, where one particle is the same statistical weight as its collision partner. In the treatment of the momentum-exchange process, the particles preserve relative speed and collide in accordance with a variable hard-sphere model to determine postcollision velocities.

3) Effects of Collisions on Thruster Performance: In the simulation, the thrust is calculated as the force produced on ions by the electric field in the entire simulation domain. As a consequence, the thrust neglects the momentum of injected neutrals and includes a negative thrust due to the ambipolar diffusion-driven backflow of ions close to the anode.

The first effect of collisions on the thruster performance is a reduced thrust and specific impulse compared to a model with no collisions, as shown in Table I. As discussed earlier, this is mainly due to charge-exchange collisions decreasing the
number of fast ions producing thrust, through a decrease in the ion density. Momentum-exchange collisions may also affect the thrust, since momentum-exchange collisions can modify the direction of ion velocity, the axial component of which contributes to the thrust. However, as shown in the table, the contribution of momentum-exchange collisions to the overall impact that collisions have on thrust is seemingly small.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Using the described sputtering model, simulated erosion rates due to neutrals and ions have been obtained including the effects of collisions. The sputtering due to energetic neutrals appears to be about 1000 times smaller than the rate of sputtering due to ions. As a result, the following discussion about wall sputtering and erosion focuses mainly on the role played by energetic ions.

The computed wall-erosion rate is given in Fig. 9. It is apparent from Fig. 9 that sputtering is more prevalent on the outer wall than on the inner wall, suggesting that, if the wall thickness is comparable, through-wall erosion would take place first on the outer wall. The origin for this asymmetry is attributed to the shape of the magnetic-field distribution within the channel and the subsequent ion trajectories as they accelerate through the potential distribution from the position at which they are created. The magnetic-field distribution used in this particular thruster shows a greater lensing of the magnetic field (and, hence, equipotential lines), directing ions away from the inner wall a distance of 1–2 cm upstream of the exit plane (see Fig. 2). It is noteworthy, however, that the potential contours are not only affected by the magnetic-field distribution but also by the plasma-density distribution and by gradients in the electron temperature.

The results presented in Fig. 10 serve as a means of examining the effects of collisions (both charge exchange and momentum exchange) on the overall erosion process. A general consequence of charge-exchange collisions is a lowering of the maximum erosion rate by approximately 10%, which is caused by a reduction in the population of high-energy ions scattering with the walls. Momentum-exchange collisions slightly increase the erosion rate. This increase is due to the collisional redirection of ions (accelerated primarily along the axial direction) toward the walls.

Fig. 11 presents a computational simulation of the erosion history of the inner and outer thruster walls. The simulations were carried out to an effective thruster operating time of 4300 h. It is observed that the erosion rate decreases substantially over time, with more than half of the erosion occurring in the first 1000 h of life. This result is in qualitative agreement with calculations using a 2-D fluid model of an SPT-100 thruster [8]. The drop in the instantaneous erosion rate is believed to be primarily caused by the angular dependence of
the sputter yield, which is maximized for an incidence angle of about 65° relative to the surface normal (Fig. 5). Since the erosion rate decreases as the relative incidence angle increases due to sputtering, this implies that the majority of high-energy ions contributing to sputtering have incident angles greater than 60° relative to the surface normal. It is noteworthy that, by 4300 h, the surface is predicted to erode to an angle of about 11° relative to the thruster axis.

The lack of available long-term erosion data for the thruster modeled here precludes a direct comparison of the predicted erosion history to experimental data. Furthermore, it has been documented that differences in erosion rates are seen with channel walls made with varying grades of BN [21]. It is not yet clear if these differences are due to differences in sputter yield or to differences in the electron-emission properties which affect the discharge operation. This interplay and sensitivity to specific material grade makes a direct simulation of the absolute rate of erosion difficult. However, it is interesting to compare our results with data collected from a life-test carried out on an SPT-100 thruster [9] (which is typically operated with a borosil channel—a composite of BN and silica, with other minor constituents), data that was later verified by an SPT-100 endurance test in the U.S. [22]. While the overall erosion rate is expected to be higher for the SPT-100, a commercial thruster operating at much higher efficiency and ion current than the thruster used here, we would expect that the variation in the erosion rate with time should be similar. Fig. 12 compares the measured time-dependent erosion at the exit of the channel for the SPT-100 to that computed here, with the predicted erosion for our thruster scaled to that of the SPT-100 at a time of 1000 h. It is noteworthy that the agreement is remarkable, despite the difference between these thrusters (size, power, etc.) and that no adjustments have been made in the angular and energy-dependence of the sputter yields used to model the erosion process. At this time, we cannot determine whether this agreement is merely coincidental or if it reveals a general feature of Hall thruster erosion.

In addition to influencing thruster lifetime, the erosion process is expected to affect the discharge operation and thruster performance. Therefore, the effects of channel-wall erosion have been studied by examining the evolution of the simulated discharge current and the thrust for an operating time of 4300 h. As shown in Fig. 13, the performance of the thruster decreases as the wall is eroded, primarily as a result of diminished discharge current, which is attributed to a gradual decrease in the plasma density. A similar drop in thrust with time is seen in the 2-D fluid simulations of Yim et al. [8].

In the simulation results discussed above, the effect of the azimuthal current on the magnetic field is ignored as it is, in most if not all, 1-D and 2-D (r–z) simulations of Hall thrusters. Since the peak azimuthal Hall current is estimated to be 10–100 A for the geometry considered, the influence of the induced magnetic field on the trajectories of the ions should be examined.

In order to incorporate the induced magnetic field, the azimuthal current is first calculated using simulated plasma properties, i.e., the plasma electron density \( n_e \), the axial electric field \( E_z \), and the radial magnetic field \( B_r \):

\[
J_{az} = e n_e \frac{E_z}{B_r}. \tag{6}
\]

Here, \( e \) is the electron charge. The computed azimuthal current density is shown in Fig. 14. It is noted that this computed current density is about a factor of three lower than recent experimental measurements of current density using a non-intrusive antenna and fast-current-interruption technique [23]. The computed azimuthal current density has been incorporated into the simulation using the Finite-Element Method Magnetics software package [24] to evaluate the potential contribution
of the induced magnetic field to the total field within the channel. A comparison is made in Fig. 15 of the original externally imposed (vacuum) magnetic field and that including the calculated induced field. It is apparent that this correction is small, and simulations carried out with the corrected magnetic field have shown that this adjustment has only a minor effect on the computed wall erosion. However, as the accuracy of the simulation improves, providing better agreement with the higher Hall currents experimentally measured, the perturbation to the magnetic field may increase and the effect of the Hall current on wall erosion will need to be reexamined.

IV. SUMMARY

We have presented a numerical simulation of the progression of erosion in a Hall thruster channel in an attempt to better understand thruster reliability and operational lifetime. This simulation incorporates a model of ion and energetic-neutral-induced sputtering into a 2-D hybrid Fluid–PIC description that accounts for energy and angular dependence in the sputter yields. The ion–neutral charge-exchange and momentum-exchange collisions are accounted for explicitly, as the former is found to have a significant effect on the instantaneous wall-erosion rate. Although energetic neutrals can be formed through these charge-exchange processes, they seem to have a negligible direct impact on the overall sputtering/erosion process. However, these energetic neutrals do result in a lower neutral density and, subsequently, lower ion density in addition to the lowered average ion velocity, which culminates as a reduction in the erosion rate as well as a reduction in the thruster performance. In contrast, momentum-exchange collisions appear to have less significance in both the wall-erosion process and on thruster performance.

At conditions studied for our laboratory thruster, differences in the erosion rate of the inner and outer walls were found to be attributed to differences in wall plasma density and not ion energy. The inner and outer wall plasma density is largely controlled by the shape of the magnetic field. While the simulated erosion rate of the inner and outer wall over thousands of hours of operation cannot be compared directly to experiments for this laboratory thruster, comparisons are made to available data for an SPT-100 thruster of the variation in the relative erosion rate over the estimated life of the thruster. Very good agreement is obtained between the erosion trends, despite differences in operating conditions and thruster geometry. This suggests that there may be a fundamental parameter that is common to most thrusters that establishes this trend.

Finally, a preliminary study of the possible effect on erosion of the induced magnetic field due to the azimuthal (Hall) current seems to suggest that this effect may be small. However, since the simulation underpredicts the Hall current in comparison to recent measurements, general conclusions regarding the role of induced magnetic fields on performance and erosion cannot be made at this time.
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